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           PRODUCTS

DEWALT 20V MAX with FLEXVOLT 
ADVANTAGE Technology 
DeWalt introduces 20V MAX with FLEVOLT ADVANTAGE 
technology built into four new 20V MAX brushless 
tools: 7-1/4-in. Circular Saw, 1/2-in. Hammer Drill/Driver, 
Reciprocating Saw and 4-1/2-in.-5-in. Cordless Driver. These 
tools equipped with FLEXVOLT ADVANTAGE technology 
recognize the battery attached and adjust power output 
accordingly. Available in October, each tool will come 
standard with a three-year limited warranty, one-year free 
service contract, and a 90-day money back guarantee.
www.dewalt.ca

BP Canada
They say you can’t please everyone, but we beg to differ. BP 
Canada’s NEW WHITE CAP hip & ridge shingles will delight 
homeowners and roofing professionals alike. Homeowners 
will fall in love with WHITE CAP’s colour palette designed 

to match existing BP laminated shingles and their choice of 
one, two, or three-layer application for a truly customized 

look. Roofing professionals will be just as thrilled with WHITE 
CAP’s pre-scored E-Z FOLD design, allowing for a no-knife, 

quick and flawless installation. Available April, 2021.
www.bpcan.com

Enmon
Point Grey Collection is inspired by the West Coast iconic coastal 

lifestyle and features the newest innovation in floor surface technology, 
blending natural elements of limestone powder and virgin PVC. Not 

only is it 100% waterproof and fire resistant, but it also provides 
dimensional stability, durability, and impact resistance up to 20 

times that of current laminate flooring technology. The crafted look 
of natural wood and texture with micro-beveled edges gives this 

product the luxurious appearance of solid hardwood flooring. Attached 
underlayment not only saves installation time but also provides 

acoustical benefits in the room below and gives comfort underfoot.
www.enmon.ca

EVOpaint
Roll out the Truth EVOpaint – The World’s First and Only one-coat paint 
never requires a primer or second coat for any colour combination or on 
new drywall. As a bonus, EVOpaint prevents maximum life-cycle waste, 
making it the only sustainable paint system because you can never paint 
less than one coat. Freedom from multiple coats and heavy carrying costs 
is here. Self-Build Technology™ is changing the way the world thinks about 
painting. This is the “End Game”, finally customers everywhere can own 
the paint aisle again! EVOpaint™ - NOT a “Paint and Primer in one can.”
www.evopaints.com
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